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Abstract
Climatic changes, including altered precipitation regimes, will affect key ecosystem processes, such as plant

productivity and biodiversity for many terrestrial ecosystems. Past and ongoing precipitation experiments

have been conducted to quantify these potential changes. An analysis of these experiments indicates that

they have provided important information on how water regulates ecosystem processes. However, they do

not adequately represent global biomes nor forecasted precipitation scenarios and their potential contribu-

tion to advance our understanding of ecosystem responses to precipitation changes is therefore limited, as

is their potential value for the development and testing of ecosystem models. This highlights the need for

new precipitation experiments in biomes and ambient climatic conditions hitherto poorly studied applying

relevant complex scenarios including changes in precipitation frequency and amplitude, seasonality, extrem-

ity and interactions with other global change drivers. A systematic and holistic approach to investigate how

soil and plant community characteristics change with altered precipitation regimes and the consequent

effects on ecosystem processes and functioning within these experiments will greatly increase their value to

the climate change and ecosystem research communities. Experiments should specifically test how changes

in precipitation leading to exceedance of biological thresholds affect ecosystem resilience and acclimation.
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INTRODUCTION

Climate change involves simultaneous changes in the key drivers for

plant growth and biogeochemical cycles, i.e. CO2, temperature and

water (IPCC 2007). With respect to the latter, future water regimes

as projected by Global Circulation Models (GCM) are characterised

by a general intensification of the global water cycle (e.g. Hunting-

ton 2006). This involves changes in annual amounts, timing, vari-

ability and extremity (intensity and frequency distribution) of the

precipitation inputs and changes in the relative contribution of vari-

ous types of precipitation, such as rain, snow, fog and hail (e.g.

IPCC 2007; Seneviratne et al. 2010; Min et al. 2011). Records from

weather stations already indicate a change in precipitation patterns,

globally (e.g. IPCC 2007) as well as at the continental scale in Eur-

ope (Brazdil et al. 2010) and US (Gutowski et al. 2008) and projec-

tions for the future are generally in line with these trends and

suggest further enhancements in terms of extreme events (e.g.

Christensen & Christensen 2007; IPCC 2012).

The changes in precipitation regimes, whether being chronic

changes in precipitation amounts, increased intensification of vari-

ability or stronger extremity, will be more spatially heterogeneous

and less predictable than for other major climate change drivers and

will lead to altered precipitation inputs as well as more intense

flooding and long-term droughts at local and regional scales. Such

changes can contribute to the modification of soil water availability

also influenced directly and indirectly by other major climate change

related factors such as increased atmospheric CO2 concentration

and temperature (e.g. Daly & Porporato 2005). In turn, altered

water availability will affect ecosystem processes and functioning

and may exacerbate ecosystem disturbance (e.g. drought induced

mortality or wildfires). The direction and magnitude of such

changes in ecosystem functioning will depend on how much the
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change in precipitation deviates from the existing variability, the

ability of the system to buffer the changes (e.g. determined by pool

sizes, dominant plant species or diversity; Smith et al. 2009) and the

ability of the plant and soil biota to acclimate or adapt to the new

conditions.

Knowledge of the impacts of changing water regimes can be

gained from observations of already realised impacts of ongoing

changes in precipitation such as long-term observations in the UK

suggesting an increase in hygrophilic plants, which reflects the rain-

fall signal in the same period (Dunnett et al. 1998). Responses

across short natural moisture gradients or to recent water table

changes also offer a source for information and increased under-

standing. However, information from both of these observations-

based approaches is sparse and may be confounded by other

covarying factors. Manipulative experiments involving precipitation

changes provide a complimentary tool enabling replication, control

for confounding factors and multiple scenarios to be studied simul-

taneously. During recent decades several experiments have been

conducted in natural and semi-natural ecosystems exploiting this

potential. Wu et al. (2011) analysed 34 of these precipitation experi-

ments and found that, in addition to the expected positive correla-

tion between precipitation amounts and productivity and C cycling

across climates, ecosystems appeared more responsive to water

addition than to water removal.

In addition to the experiments and data analyses, there are several

conceptual frameworks which can help to support and structure our

understanding of impacts of altered precipitation regimes leading to

chronic resource alterations (e.g. the ‘Hierarchical Response Frame-

work’, Smith et al. 2009) or to increased variation in resources, thresh-

old exceedance and disturbance (e.g. Scheffer & Carpenter 2003;

Briske et al. 2006; Knapp et al. 2008). However, the validity of synthe-

ses and meta-analyses (e.g. Wu et al. 2011) and the provision of a

coherent understanding on impacts of precipitation change in terres-

trial ecosystems across the globe critically depend on the data pro-

vided. In particular, it matters how well observations or experiments

are representative for global ecosystems, current climatic conditions

and the forecasted precipitation changes as well as the comparability

of measurements across experiments. The synthesis by Wu et al.

(2011) is to our knowledge the only existing meta-analysis related to

precipitation change experiments. It brings together responses in the

relatively few carbon flux measurements generally available from

these experiments and illustrates that we have a good understanding

of the general role of water in controlling ecosystem processes. How-

ever, it also illustrates that available data and knowledge of global

change driven precipitation effects on ecosystems are limited and less

consistent relative to the effects of other climate change drivers (i.e.

elevated CO2 and warming). This may be due to the fact that

changes in precipitation regimes are temporally and spatially more

complex and uncertain compared with those in CO2 and tempera-

ture, making scenarios more difficult to define and making the

range of experimental conditions required more complex and less

comparable. This has contributed to less consistent and integrated

research efforts concerning precipitation effects on ecosystem

functioning relative to other drivers. This further exacerbates a

general lack of consistent experimental data for improvement and

rigorous testing of models and validation of predictions, as was

recently emphasised in studies aiming to predict responses of eco-

system functioning to various climate change-related precipitation

scenarios (Gerten et al. 2008; Luo et al. 2008).

The aim of this study was to (1) provide a comprehensive analy-

sis of the past and ongoing precipitation manipulation experiments

in natural and semi-natural terrestrial ecosystems with respect to

their coverage of global biomes and forecasted precipitation change,

(2) identify key characteristics for design of future precipitation

experiments and (3) identify future research needs with respect to

precipitation experiments.

PRECIPITATION EXPERIMENTS – STATE OF THE ART

If we are to project the future changes in ecosystem functioning in

response to precipitation change, observations and experiments

related to changes in precipitation should cover the range of global

ecosystems and current and future climate scenarios.

Geographic representation, site conditions and ecosystems

Responses of terrestrial ecosystems to changes in precipitation

depend upon a number of currently prevailing site-specific factors

such as climatic conditions and soil and ecosystem characteristics.

As the sensitivity and vulnerability as well as resilience to the

changes may not be easily interpolated between different systems,

experiments need to embrace the variance in these site-specific fac-

tors and characteristics as well as their present and potential future

combinations.

Biogeographical representation

We analysed 95 terminated and running experiments (Table S1)

conducted in natural and semi-natural ecosystems. A majority of the

experiments were in grasslands (46%) and forests (30%) (Fig. 1a)

and most of these (89%) were located at medium latitudes (30–60°)
while only few studies were at latitudes < 30° (4%) and > 60° (7%).

There was a clear under representation in the Southern hemisphere

(4%), and in particular experiments representing Africa were miss-

ing. Climatically, most precipitation experiments (61%) were carried

out in locations with mean annual temperatures (MAT) ranging

from 5 ° to15 °C (Fig. 1b) while precipitation experiments con-

ducted at globally colder (MAT < 0 °C, 6%) and warmer conditions

(MAT > 20 °C, 4%) were sparse. Also, experiments at sites with

high rainfall inputs exceeding 1500 mm year�1 were sparse (6%).

Ironically, some of these high rainfall zones are projected to be

most sensitive and to face the most significant changes (IPCC

2007).

Soil characteristics

Soils are the product of long-lasting vegetation successions influ-

enced by climate, parent material, substrate and disturbance

regimes and therefore vary in their physical (e.g. structure, texture,

compactness, pore size and pore distribution) and biological (e.g.

microbial and faunal biomass and community, rooting depth and

root distribution) characteristics. These characteristics exhibit a

strong influence on the response of ecosystem processes to altered

precipitation regimes because they determine the water holding

capacity and thus, water availability as well as the ability of the

system to buffer water fluctuations. Interactions between soil char-

acteristics and altered precipitation regimes and their effects on

water availability at a given site can be explored by dynamic eco-

system models with a detailed soil hydrological component. This

was recently done by Gu & Riley (2010) suggesting soil texture to
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be a key feature controlling responses of nitrogen cycling to pre-

cipitation changes through the controls on soil moisture dynamics

but this remains to be tested experimentally. Despite the well-

known importance of soil characteristics in controlling and mediat-

ing the hydrological processes only few experiments have focussed

on such complex interactions, which have resulted in a general

lack of data to support and validate model predictions at the

ecosystem level.

Plants, plant communities and species composition

Plant species are adapted to the moisture conditions at the given

site using different functional and structural traits, such as plant

size, plant architecture, allometry, tissue chemistry, rooting depth,

ecophysiological characteristics and growth (Meinzer 2003). Among

these, the resistance to transient changes in water availability, i.e.

limitations by both water stress and water excess is crucial, as

extreme events have been identified as the main mechanism which

drives evolution and shapes communities (Gutschick & BassiriRad

2003). Ecosystems may be resilient to changes depending on the

rate or strength of these changes (Smith et al. 2009), or plant species

and communities may be able to acclimate or adapt to altered con-

ditions (Jentsch et al. 2011). For example robust long-lived species

may remain inert (i.e. resistant) to novel conditions for decades in

their ecosystems because of the long generation times and conse-

quent slow genetic changes and/or by preventing potentially better

adapted species from invading (Eriksson 1996). On the other hand,

impacts of changing water availability may be brought back into

equilibrium faster (i.e. better resilience) in communities dominated

by short-lived species due to shifts in dominance patterns and abun-

dance (Jentsch et al. 2011). Grasslands, for example, generally

deplete the soil water rapidly, leading to a fast suppression of

evapotranspiration (Teuling et al. 2010) and eventually wilting of the

above ground plant parts (Albert et al. 2011) whereas trees and

shrubs are more resistant to drought. However, after severe drought

stress, forests and shrublands will regain their former level of func-

tioning relatively slowly (e.g. Granier et al. 2007), whereas grasslands

are more resilient and regain their functioning much faster (e.g.

Albert et al. 2011) although succession trajectories may become more

stochastic at the community level (Kreyling et al. 2011). Consequently,

ecosystem responses to precipitation changes are not only controlled

by instantaneous effects of changes in precipitation (i.e. resistance)

but also by longtime or lag effects which themselves are influenced by

factors, such as dominance, diversity, resources, trophic interactions

and interactions with other drivers (e.g. Smith et al. 2009).

Within species, resilience of a plant population to weather extremes

may be influenced by its genotypic diversity, but there is no empirical

or experimental evidence yet for this. Also experimental testing of

species-specific large-scale geographical patterns of phenotypic plas-

ticity with respect to varied precipitation regimes is rare (Beierkuhn-

lein et al. 2011; Richter et al. 2012). Within the life cycle of individual

plants adjustment effects may occur (e.g. Zavalloni et al. 2008; Walter

et al. 2011) but studies of age-specific responses, demographical shifts

and mortality of plant populations and communities are missing, espe-

cially for long-lived species, such as clonal plants, shrubs and trees.

Finally, only few experiments have systematically tested how

responses of ecosystems to increased variability and extremity in water

availability depend on functional traits at the species and community

level (but see Knapp et al. 2002; Smith 2011; Franks et al. 2007).

Tested precipitation scenarios

Assessment of the impacts of changes in key drivers affecting water

availability requires experiments applying the drivers in relevant sce-

narios.

Extreme events and precipitation variability

The consistent finding among climate predictions of an increase in

the variability of precipitation patterns with intensified extremity

(IPCC 2007, 2012; Boberg et al. 2009) is not well covered by the

treatments applied in precipitation experiments. Most studies on

changes in precipitation regimes have focussed on increasing or

decreasing amounts of precipitation through ‘addition’ (52%)

or ‘removal’ (65%) experiments (including a combination) (Fig. 1a)

leading to relatively abundant experimental field studies on the
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Figure 1 (a) Number of precipitation change experiments according to major ecosystem type (grassland, forest, shrubland, desert, arable and tundra) and manipulation

type. For each ecosystem type the range of mean annual temperature (MAT, °C) and precipitation (MAP, mm year�1) is indicated for the ecosystems included. (b) The

distribution of all experiments along the climate space defined by MAT and MAP independent of type of manipulation and ecosystem [white area shows global climate

space from global climate database (see Garbulsky et al. 2010)]. Data are from the ClimMani database (Table S1).
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effects of intensified and elongated droughts. These have demon-

strated the potential of droughts to alter key processes in soils

(Emmett et al. 2004) and plants (Peñuelas et al. 2007) with moist

systems being particularly sensitive (Emmett et al. 2004; Sowerby

et al. 2008) and repeated droughts having potential to fundamentally

alter soil characteristics (e.g. Sowerby et al. 2010). Recently, experi-

ments adding water to already moist systems, such as peatlands, flood

plains and salt marshes have become increasingly relevant because of

the role of these ecosystems as sources of greenhouse gases and DOC

export (e.g. Knorr & Blodau 2009). Despite relatively many experi-

ments testing ‘extreme’ precipitation events, these have generally been

‘conservative’ in the choice of changes and have applied realistic

droughts in a statistical/historical sense (e.g. time span of 100 years;

see ‘dilemmas’). However, many ecosystems are likely to be exposed

in the future to climatic conditions exceeding past and current varia-

tion (Christensen et al. 2007; Boberg et al. 2009; IPCC 2012). In this

respect, our experimental support for understanding the ecological

impacts of more extreme precipitation events (Smith 2011) includ-

ing shifts in climate regimes is limited. Also experiments should be

prioritised which test more extreme changes in precipitation in eco-

systems composed of long-lived species such as forests: such sys-

tems may resist individual extremes better but at the same time

may not be able to adapt to rapid shifts of climate regimes due to

low species turnover (Thomas et al. 2004). If extreme impacts

would result in declining performance of widespread ecosystems

dominated by perennial plants and if their potential to compensate

such events would be exceeded, global consequences for ecosystem

fluxes and biodiversity would be severe.

Only relatively few studies have conducted experiments with

changes in precipitation variability (c. 10%), and all of these have

been in mesic grasslands (Fig. 1b). They have demonstrated how

such changes can affect NPP (Fay et al. 2000) and in the long-term

lead to species and community change (Knapp et al. 2002). Knowl-

edge on effects of fluctuating rainfall patterns can also be obtained

from studies in arid and semi-arid ecosystems with strong temporal

fluctuation in water and nutrient resources, which may resemble

future increased rainfall variability. These have shown how resource

pulsing can determine key ecosystem processes such as carbon

dynamics (Huxman et al. 2004), species competition and biogeo-

chemistry (e.g. Chesson et al. 2004). Considering the consistent fore-

casts of increased variability in precipitation patterns and the

potential impacts across all ecosystem types (Knapp et al. 2008) the

lack of experimental studies on these changes is striking.

Seasonality

Seasonal precipitation patterns are also likely to shift in many regions.

In northern Europe for example, this will generally result in more rain

in winter and less rain in summer, whereas elsewhere, changes in the

onset and termination of the monsoons may be affected (e.g. Chris-

tensen et al. 2007). This is sometimes referred to as the ‘wet is getting

wetter’ and the ‘dry is getting drier’ (e.g. IPCC 2007). This altered

seasonality may lead to changes in phenological patterns and potential

biological asynchronies in timing (Peñuelas & Filella 2001), which in

turn may drive local species extinction and changes in ecosystem

functioning (e.g. Peñuelas et al. 2007). Most information on such phe-

nological changes exists from long-term observations at regional and

global scales (e.g. Singer & Parmesan 2010) whereas experimental

studies are generally absent. Hence, it is difficult to infer responses for

new climate states (Körner & Basler 2010).

Scenarios with interacting drivers

Future climatic changes involve simultaneous shifts in multiple driv-

ers. In particular CO2 and temperature exhibit strong interactions

with ecosystem water conditions (see e.g. Morgan et al. 2004),

because elevated CO2 affects plant water use efficiency and temper-

ature affects evaporation and transpiration rates both leading to

changes in soil moisture. The combined effects of these changes are

not necessarily additive (e.g. Beierkuhnlein et al. 2011; Larsen et al.

2011; Leuzinger et al. 2011) but few experiments have addressed

such an interplay. Consequently, our knowledge about the effect of

such climate driver interactions on ecosystems is generally limited

and ecosystem models are poorly tested because of lack of experi-

mental data. Such interactions may not only involve combinations

of basic climatic drivers, as has been the case until now (e.g. Shaw

et al. 2002; Mikkelsen et al. 2008) but also interactions of these driv-

ers with precipitation timing, seasonality and climate extremes (De

Boeck et al. 2011) and other environmental drivers such as atmo-

spheric pollution and land management.

Long-term experiments

Responses of ecosystem processes to changes in precipitation pat-

terns and extremity may not occur instantaneously but may exhibit

delayed effects with potential non-linear response (Smith et al.

2009). Lagged effects have, for example, been shown as a change in

plant fitness in one year in response to changes in water regimes in

a previous year (Sherry et al. 2008). Memory effects and delayed

drought responses have been observed in a grassland ecosystem

where the effect of a late season drought on biomass production

was reduced if the ecosystem was exposed to an early season

drought (Walter et al. 2011). Similarly, a severe drought in a beech

forest reduced tree growth in the following years (Granier et al.

2007). More long-term effects are likely to occur as a result of grad-

ual changes in species composition, plant community structure and

biodiversity in general (e.g. Smith et al. 2009; Kreyling et al. 2011).

For example, in response to increased tree mortality after drought,

forests became more drought-sensitive (Mueller et al. 2005), and

ecosystem productivity in mesic grasslands was affected by changes

in species composition in response to increased water variability

(Knapp et al. 2002). Also, repeated drought events have been shown

to have long-lasting effects on soil rewetting capabilities and soil

respiration because of gradual changes in soil structure or soil

microbial community (Sowerby et al. 2008). Such long-term perspec-

tives of climate change can only be verified by long-term experi-

ments, but only a few long-term experiments (> 10 years) exist.

DESIGN OF PRECIPITATION EXPERIMENTS

The design of precipitation experiments needs to consider a relevant

precipitation scenario and ensure a realistic and relevant treatment

in relation to the chosen scenario with minimal unwanted side

effects and artefacts.

Selection of precipitation scenario

In a climate change perspective, it will often be tempting and politi-

cally most appropriate to conduct experiments related to established

scenario-based projections e.g. by regional climate models derived

from IPCC standards or the experimental scenario may be based on

historical/statistical considerations of what is ‘extreme’ (e.g. Jentsch
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et al. 2007; Pfister 2009; Smith 2011). Alternatively, the applied

scenario may focus on potential biological responses, because a

scenario that is climatically realistic and politically relevant but has

no major effect on soil water availability is unlikely to elicit major

biological changes (ecologically irrelevant). Therefore, the chosen

scenario may consider not only the amount of precipitation but also

factors potentially controlling exceedance of ecological thresholds

for important and relevant processes, (e.g. Knapp et al. 2008) such

as timing and duration of events, seasonality and long-lasting and

extreme events (e.g. Katz & Brown 1992; Hegerl et al. 2011). This

could for example follow the Extreme Climate Event framework

defined by Smith (2011), which includes extremity from both a

driver and a response point of view, but a definition of extreme

conditions is not trivial.

Scenarios involving timing issues pose a particular challenge and

uncertainty because precipitation forecasts are generally weak in spa-

tial-temporal resolution and carry a substantial randomness and

therefore, a specific ‘correct’ scenario may not be easy to identify.

This is particularly true for scenarios involving increased extremity

in precipitation patterns, because weather extremes can only be

forecasted as probabilities with considerable uncertainty. The ran-

domness in precipitation timing creates an additional complication

as the applied scenario will interact with ambient climatic condi-

tions. The seasonal performance of a given year will for example

define whether a manipulation is drastic or not such as applying a

drought in a naturally dry year. Also, the conditions at the start of

an experiment, such as applying a drought on top of a naturally

long dry period, can have long-lasting consequences and create a

legacy of biotic structures that may constrain the interpretation of

the results. It is advisable to fine tune the chosen scenario by pre-

application of ecosystem models to predict the potential conse-

quences for plant and ecosystem water availability.

As an alternative to scenario-based treatments it may be relevant

to apply treatments to deliberately test the effects of various aspects

related to altered precipitation patterns, timing issues and changes

in water availability, such as severity of drought, length of water

logging, repeated drying/rewetting cycles etc. This, together with

the application of ecosystem models may increase our process

understanding of precipitation timing, even if it is not following a

specific forecasted scenario.

Dilemmas

Precipitation experiments often involve dilemmas (Table 1). For

example, we typically refrain from applying a manipulation having

detrimental effects on the ecosystem (e.g. mortality) meaning that

certain extreme events may not be applied, even if these might be

relevant for the long-term response of the specific ecosystem. This

includes a refrain from applying or promoting ecosystem distur-

bances such as wild fires, flooding or herbivore attack, which may

interact with the precipitation change and play significant roles

for the long-term responses to climate change (see e.g. review by

Borken & Matzner 2009). Such disturbances are typically unwanted

in precipitation experiments or may be deliberately avoided, as they

will interact strongly with the treatment applied and potentially

impair the original experimental set-up.

The uncertainty and complexity in future precipitation scenarios

pose another dilemma because experiments with several simulta-

neously interacting factors make it increasingly difficult to disentan-

gle the cause of observed changes. A complete test of all relevant

factors in an experiment means that the number of treatments and

study plots may increase tremendously with economic and practical

consequences. Experimental designs are therefore most often faced

with a choice of testing a limited selection of factors or combina-

tions.

The relatively short time scale of experiments provides other

dilemmas. First, the precipitation changes projected from climate

models will generally be realised or developed over decades, but a

precipitation experiment typically applies the full extent of the

change in one step and typically in accordance with a traditional

ANOVA design with only one level of precipitation change (see later

about ‘replication’). Second, the relative importance of inter- and

intra-annual variability (Fay et al. 2011) and the occurrence of natu-

ral extremes (e.g. long-lasting drought within a 5-year experiment)

are difficult to filter out in a shorter term experiment. Third, short-

term experiments carry the trivial dilemma of having limited ability

to inform about long-term consequences.

These dilemmas are often unavoidable and eventually result in

well-justified choices for a given site. There is a need for new

experiments which particularly address these ‘dilemmas’ such as

threshold exceedance, plant mortality and disturbances to under-

stand their roles for determining the long-term responses at the soil,

plant population and ecosystem level.

Reference conditions

In precipitation experiments the effects of a treatment are typically

assessed by comparison to a control or reference condition. This

may sound trivial, but will nevertheless involve various consider-

ations and a choice between at least two strategies:

Ambient control

Untreated or ambient control plots are often used for comparison

with treatment responses. This may provide a challenge as the

ambient precipitation conditions may exhibit strong inter- and intra-

annual variability where conditions in the untreated ambient control

in a given year may coincidentally be quite extreme and far from

representing the true reference conditions at the site (see also ‘Selec-

tion of precipitation scenarios’ above). A treatment effect registered

as the deviation from the untreated control may therefore not pro-

vide the relevant information. However, there is information in this

background ambient variability that can be exploited and compared

with experimental findings to identify inconsistencies.

Long-term average control

Alternatively, a long-term reference may be established as a treat-

ment exposed to the average long-term ambient climatic conditions

(Jentsch et al. 2007; Richter et al. 2012). This approach minimises

complications related to the above-mentioned inter-annual variabil-

ity, but on the other hand it provides a technical challenge because

it requires facilities to collect, store, chemically modify and add pre-

cipitation according to the long-term average scenario. Furthermore,

climatic factors, such as temperature, radiation and wind affect the

water balance making a long-term reference difficult to establish

and maintain. In addition, it is scientifically challenging because a

long-term average reference in a study conducted during many

years eliminates the natural inter-annual variability and extremity,

which may be a crucial driver for the system. In other words,

a long-term average reference treatment should consider integrating
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the variability and extremes that are characteristic for the current

climate. It may furthermore be desirable to have an untreated ambi-

ent control, even though this will increase the number of study

plots and therefore costs and practical efforts.

Size and spatial design

Experimental plot size

To reduce costs, the plot size is often kept as small as possible yet

being representative for the ecosystem of concern. Small plots

increases edge effects, which can be reduced by leaving areas at the

edge of the treated plots unused for response measurements (e.g.

Beier et al. 2004) or by trenching the study plots to avoid lateral

water movement and root growth. Trenching, on the other hand,

may cause disturbance and alter hydrological conditions near the

trenching (Table 2). Small plots constrain the sampling strategy,

because for example extensive soil sampling compromise the experi-

ment (create a so called ‘Swiss cheese’ effect), especially if the

experiment is designed to run for a long time. Tall vegetation such

as mature trees pose a particular challenge for the treatment design

as they require bigger plots and more extended, expensive and phys-

ically more exposed infrastructures. Special designs for precipitation

experiments in mature forest ecosystems with roofs beneath the

canopies have been applied (e.g. Lamersdorf et al. 1998), but some

experiments are inherently difficult or impossible to conduct in for-

est ecosystems. These spatial constraints are well known for other

manipulative experiments such as CO2 enrichment, but in view of

the comparatively low costs of watering/water withholding treat-

ments, it is advised to ‘think big’ and not to compromise with

regard to plot size and replication.

Replication

Experimental designs typically follow an ‘ANOVA approach’ with

many replicates to account for spatial variability. In ANOVA design,

each treatment is applied at a given (one) level. However, as precipi-

tation is a continuous driver, a ‘regression approach’ providing a

response surface with information of responses at several levels of

precipitation might be more relevant and worth considering. This

might provide information of responses at a broader range of pre-

cipitation changes, which is relevant considering the uncertainty

associated with most precipitation scenarios. Furthermore, a

response surface will have advantages with respect to constructing

models and will often be statistically more powerful (e.g. Cotting-

ham et al. 2005). Furthermore, it is advisable to conduct pre-treat-

ment measurements to strengthen the statistical analyses of the

responses.

Table 1 Dilemmas (and examples) associated with the design of precipitation change experiments and the choice of treatment strength, applied scenario and the dura-

tion, space and replication of the experiment. The dilemmas should be considered carefully because a choice of, for example treatment, which may seem optimal from

one point of view, may compromise the results from other points of view

Issue Dilemma Example

Treatment strength

Threshold exceedance Application of an experimental factor at a high amplitude may ‘kill’

plants or communities leading to fundamental change in

ecosystem functioning

Severe drought or flooding exceeding the mortality

threshold for certain plant species or microbes

Disturbance Disturbances may be relevant and key drivers for the ecosystem

development, but may interact with planned experimental factors

Increased frequency of herbivory or wild fires

Scenarios

Complex scenario Application of several factors simultaneously makes it difficult to

disentangle the role of the different factors and difficult to

parameterise these for model application.

Mix of changes in application and removal of water

Mix of application frequency and amount

Multi factor application Interactions among drivers may not be informed from testing

factors in isolation. If applied as full factor combinations, the

number of combinations increases rapidly leading to a high

number of experimental plots

Climate change involves elevated CO2, temperature and

altered precipitation patterns. Application of all three

factors at just one level for each require 8 different

treatments. Testing more complex precipitation scenarios

double the treatments for each complexity

Step change Experimental testing of scenarios typically need to speed up the

rate of change and therefore, often apply the ‘full treatment’

leading to a step change in drivers not being realistic or identical

to the long-term scenario tested

Precipitation change may gradually develop over many years

Discrete vs. continuous driver ANOVA designs typically apply discrete levels of drivers and require

many replicates. This provides little information about the overall

response surface across a range of precipitation values and

provides little information for building and testing models

Precipitation is a continuous driver often applied at only

one level of change

Duration, space and replication

Time Economic constraints prohibit sufficient extension of the

experiment to provide the relevant information about long-term

effects.

Long-term experiment increases the risk for additional interacting

factors to play a role, e.g. herbivory or single year extremes

Long-term changes in ecosystem functioning in response to

extreme droughts or chronic changes in rainfall patterns or

amounts

Space Economic constraints restricts plot size and limit extent of

sampling of these

Small plots limit test of species and genotype diversity

(particular problem with trees)

Replication Economic or practical constraints limit the number of replicates

reducing the statistical power

Spatial heterogeneity requires high number of study plots

per treatment
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Transfer/transplant experiments

Precipitation manipulations may be conducted by actively engaging

precipitation gradients as a means to manipulate moisture. A way of

doing this is by transferring or transplanting parts of the undis-

turbed ecosystem (e.g. mesocosms and lysimeters) from one area

with certain precipitation conditions into another environment

(Ineson et al. 1998). This approach has clear logistic advantages, as

there is no need for an active manipulation infrastructure. However,

the transplanting process may create large artefacts (e.g. damage to

the soil profile or root system), that must be appropriately checked

and controlled, and for practical reasons experimental units are usu-

ally relatively small which increases the risk for edge effects and

makes transplant experiments impossible for ecosystems with big

plants such as trees as well as for certain research questions (e.g.

related to pests, pathogens and herbivores). Also, the applied treat-

ment in a transplant experiment cannot be freely chosen but will

follow the ambient conditions at the transplant site.

Gradients

To avoid some of the obvious scale dependent drawbacks of pre-

cipitation manipulation experiments, studies of ecosystem responses

may be conducted along precipitation gradients. Such gradients may

occur over small spatial distances (Scherrer et al. 2011) as well as

over large distances such as along latitudes or longitudes (e.g. Beier

et al. 2004). Small spatial precipitation gradients have the advantage

that most site conditions can be assumed relatively similar across

the gradient (e.g. soil type, land use history and photoperiodicity).

On the other hand, large-scale biogeographical gradients provide an

option to search for generality in ecosystem responses beyond what

is site dependent, e.g. studies along European East-West precipita-

tion gradients have been conducted (e.g. Emmett et al. 2004). In

short-distance gradient approaches, sites have to be carefully

selected to ideally vary only in the key parameter(s) (e.g. precipita-

tion amount, soil texture) and to be highly comparable in other

aspects (e.g. slope, soil depth, water table, land use etc.). Potential

autocorrelations and confounding effects need to be taken into

account, because sites differ in many aspects as a consequence of

their long-term difference in water supply (e.g. soil texture, micro-

bial communities and soil chemistry) and the moisture effect must

be disentangled from other correlated mechanisms. Also, experi-

ments along gradients need to consider soil depth, as the same

manipulative treatment would have different effects on shallow vs.

deep soils as well as in stone free vs. stony soils. Gradient

approaches are less suited to study multi-factor interactions and

effects of increased extremity but can be combined with an experi-

mental approach by conducting similar precipitation experiments at

each site along the gradient (Beier et al. 2004).

Table 2 Potential artefacts related to precipitation experiments and their causes, consequences and potential solutions. The artefacts may affect the water, nutrient and

physical/climatic conditions and thereby interfere with the treatment responses and should be avoided or minimised by applying a proper design and methodological

approach in the experiment

Artefact Cause Problem Solution

General

Lack of

atmospheric

feedback

Water manipulations alter

actual evapotranspiration

(ET)

Only actual ET but not potential ET is altered leading to unrealistic

effects on the water balance

Simultaneous manipulation of temperature

Water related artefacts

Uneven water

distribution

Damaged or malfunctioning

rain shelters, uneven

sprinkling

Holes or cracks in rain shelters channel water into plots in isolated

spots

Malfunctioning rain shelters cover only part of the plots allowing

uneven treatment

Spaced or overlapping sprinklers lead to uneven treatment

Check, maintain and test shelters

Ensure well drained shelters (avoid water

pooling)

Well tested sprinklers with even distribution

Lateral water

input

Lateral water flow Compacted soils, heavy rain events and slopes. Trampling and

water channelling outside

Flat terrain, well drained soils, avoid plots

Alternative

water supply

Deep or extensive rooted or

clonal plants

Plants obtain water supply from water sources from below or

outside treatment plots

Trenching (may also cause artefacts), avoid

shallow ground water

Nutritional artefacts

Altered

chemistry/

deposition

Water addition

Permanent covers

Permanent covers remove dry deposition Artificial rain addition

may have unnatural chemical composition

Wrong chemical composition may have effects overriding or

interacting with treatments

Avoid long-term permanent covers, use

collected natural rain, replace removed

chemicals/nutrients

Physical & micro climatic artefacts

Shading Permanent covers

Major physical constructions

Covers and constructions reduce or change light conditions

Impacts on ecophysiology

Light transparent covers, removable rain out

shelters with short coverage time

Passive warming Permanent covers Covers may create passive warming Automatic rain out shelters

Sheltering Physical constructions

Permanent covers

Constructions may affect wind speed.

Impacts on ecophysiology

Avoid major obstructions, use removable

rain out shelters

Trampling No access facilities Trampling will affect physical soil conditions channel water flow,

cause lateral water flow and cause plant damage and plant death

Provide non-intrusive access facilities (board

walks, cranes etc.)

Plant death Trenching or trampling Damage to plants or roots kill plants and change community

structure, herbivore pressure, water flow etc.

Avoid trampling and fencing in sensitive

systems

Lack of grazing Fencing Fencing may change the grazing pressure by leaving out bigger

grazing animals

Avoid fencing or allow grazing for periods
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Technological challenges artefacts

Any experiment will inevitably be associated with artefacts

(Table 2). First, experiments affecting the water balance carry an

unrealistic element within it according to the Bouchet complemen-

tarity relationship (Bouchet 1963). This is because in nature, poten-

tial and actual evapotranspiration are coupled, both in the present

as well as in the future, whereas in a precipitation experiment, only

the actual evapotranspiration is altered, commonly addressed as lack

of atmospheric feedback (Table 2). Second, the physical design of

an experiment will carry some unwanted side effects with it. There-

fore, ecosystem experiments with precipitation treatments need to

consider technological issues to be practically and economically fea-

sible and to minimise unintended side effects and artefacts (Table 2

and see Weltzin et al. 2003).

Precipitation amounts, timing and rainfall type

The technical design of precipitation experiments first of all need to

consider a ‘correct’ input of water to the plots. In precipitation

addition experiments, collection, storage and sprinkling capacity

need to satisfy the amounts, intensity, application rates and distribu-

tion patterns of precipitation defined by the scenario. In drought

experiments on the other hand, automatic rain out shelters should

respond rapidly to the onset of rain events to avoid significant

amounts of water entering the plots due to system delays (e.g.

Mikkelsen et al. 2008). Canopy interception needs to be considered

by designing rain shelters or irrigation sprinklers to be placed

above or below canopy (e.g. Dobbertin et al. 2010) and for exam-

ple avoid permanent rain out shelters in areas where dew forma-

tion is considered to be important. Also, other alternative water

sources such as lateral water flow and ground water upwelling

should be avoided in order not to compromise the results. Manip-

ulations of snow cover may be relatively easy in areas with perma-

nent snow cover for extended periods, simply by accumulating

snow behind snow fences (e.g. Seastedt & Vaccaro 2001) or

adding/removing snow by shovelling (e.g. Wipf & Rixen 2010).

However, in areas with fluctuating temperatures above and

below freezing and consequent alternation between snow and rain,

experiments may be difficult and especially automatic systems may

be inoperable.

Evapotranspiration and vapour pressure deficit

In precipitation experiments the change in water input is not the

only factor affecting the water conditions in the treatment plots.

Also changes in the water loss from leaves is important. This

depends on altered evaporative forcing and vapour pressure deficit

(VPD), which may be affected by rainout shelters (e.g. Svejcar et al.

1999). Drought shelters, which are moved away when it does not

rain, will still simulate the changes in the energy balance imposed

by drought (canopy warming, greater leaf-air vapour gradients) and

should be preferred. A technique to control humidity in the open

air has recently been developed Kupper et al. (2011) and may reduce

this artefact.

Precipitation chemistry

In precipitation experiments involving addition of water, associated

changes in precipitation chemistry leading to fertilisation or nutrient

depletion effects should be avoided, preferably using collected ambi-

ent rainwater. Alternatively irrigation water can be treated chemically

to be comparable to the ambient rainfall (e.g. de Visser et al. 1994).

Unintended removal of wet and dry deposition should be avoided

for example by employing automatic rain out shelters or by employ-

ing measures to compensate removal of nutrients although this may

be difficult to do in a realistic way. Chemical contamination leached

from structures supporting e.g. rain out shelters can act as biocides

or provide unintended buffering capacity and should be avoided

(e.g. coated surfaces).

Light, temperature and wind

Rain out shelters and the experimental structures inevitably create

shade and change the spectral composition (Table 2), even when

transparent materials are used. In addition, permanent shelters may

cause passive warming. In short-statured vegetation, it is therefore

advisable to engage retractable shelters which only cover the plots

during the rain events (e.g. Grime et al. 2000; Beier et al. 2004; Rich-

ter et al. 2012). Automatic or permanent rain out shelters as well as

other major infrastructures related to the experiment may obstruct

the wind affecting both the temperature and wind stress inside the

plots with potential impacts on plant physiology (e.g. Rasmussen

et al. 2002).

Access and trampling

Access to the experimental plots for sampling should be consid-

ered and integrated in the experimental setup to minimise tram-

pling and disturbance. This is because most ecosystems are

sensitive to extensive walking in the plots and trampling may form

paths in the plots and affect herbivores and pollinators and result

in soil compaction, channelling of water and eventually local plant

death (Table 2). This problem increases with the duration of the

experiment.

Fencing and trenching

In many experiments fencing of the site may be needed to avoid

damage to equipment and the experiment. However, fencing may

lead to a change in grazing or disturbance pressure, which may

interact with the treatments and the responses and thereby compli-

cate data analyses (e.g. Larsen et al. 2011). If fencing cannot be

avoided the natural disturbance effects need to be simulated, either

statistically or practically (e.g. artificial or periodic grazing, measure-

ments to quantify the grazing effect). Trenching to avoid lateral

water or root movements between treatment plots and/or the out-

side may cut roots and cause plant death in the plots making this

impossible or inadvisable at certain sites or systems.

Destructive sampling

Destructive sampling of vegetation and soil in experimental plots

may affect ecosystem processes (e.g. change water movement,

reduce photosynthesis and provoke infestation) and the responses

measured (e.g. De Boeck et al. 2008). Therefore, sampling strategies

must be carefully planned and destructive sampling potentially mini-

mised or avoided, especially if experimental plots are small and/or

the experiment is conducted over many years.

MEASUREMENTS, PROTOCOLS AND DATA

Treatment effects on key water-related drivers such as, water input,

soil moisture content and soil temperature in the individual experi-

mental plots need to be measured and documented. This may seem
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self-evident but is, nevertheless, often done improperly or insuffi-

ciently. In addition, pre-treatment measurements from control and

treatment plots are strongly advised and have great advantage for

later data analyses. Quantification of the water balance and its com-

ponents and analyses of experimental effects often require applica-

tion of a hydrological model and therefore the respective

measurements including soil physical characteristics and their change

over time should be carried out to satisfy the model requirements.

Involving a model in the early stage of the experiment can provide

a useful guide to design the type and period of measurements

(Rustad 2008).

Artefact control and documentation

Experimental artefacts have to be quantified to distinguish them

from treatment responses (Table 2) and measurements must be

planned to document and trace potential artefacts. Most impor-

tantly, unintended changes in the water balance need to be quanti-

fied (e.g. basic micro climatic conditions, water input and soil

moisture) (Table 3). For example, the fraction of precipitation loss

by interception is likely to change as a consequence of changes in

both precipitation regimes as well as canopy structure. Secondly,

unintended changes in other important drivers and responses must

be quantified (e.g. light intensity, wind speed, soil and air tempera-

ture) (Table 3). For example, unintended changes in wind exposure

may indirectly affect the hydrological balance through impacts on

evapotranspiration.

If artefacts are unavoidable, separate study plots serving as ‘arte-

fact’ or ‘disturbance’ controls may be required in addition to ambi-

ent/untreated controls (e.g. Peterjohn et al. 1995) to separate

treatment effects from the artefacts. This may, for example, be the

impact of experimental installations (e.g. roofs or fences) on tem-

perature, light and water as well as the net effect of compensation

measures such as an ‘irrigation control’. Artefact controls do not

necessarily run for years but may be conducted for a shorter dura-

tion of the experiment.

Response parameters, data and data-model interaction

Any precipitation experiment is based on specific scientific ques-

tions and hypotheses as well as political considerations relevant for

the specific context that guides the experimental design and the

response measurements conducted. Consequently, results from pre-

cipitation experiments will be inherently site and project specific but

may nevertheless contribute to more general understanding if results

are analysed and compared across a range of site conditions through

traditional data syntheses (e.g. Beier et al. 2008), model integration

and comparisons (e.g. Luo et al. 2008, 2011) or statistical meta-anal-

yses (e.g. Rustad et al. 2001; Wu et al. 2011). It is therefore impor-

tant that the response measurements are conducted according to

general scientific standards and by generally accepted and docu-

mented methods. In addition, we suggest that some standard

response parameters of broader scientific interest should be

included for better comparability across experiments and application

of ecosystem models (Table 3). We are aware that additional sen-

sors and measurements pose additional costs to projects, and

therefore an extensive list of soil, plant and water responses is

clearly unrealistic. However, measurements providing basic hydro-

logical characteristics of the system (e.g. soil texture, organic mat-

ter content, rooting depth and distribution, plant species and

community characteristics) are essential for modelling and under-

standing the hydrological cycle of ecosystems and should always

be provided. Furthermore, as most precipitation experiments are

conducted in a climate change context, measurements to quantify

the feedbacks between the ecosystem and the climate system, such

as changes in pools and fluxes of carbon in the ecosystem would

improve the value of any experiment in the context of others

(Table 3). In addition, data analyses and syntheses are also

constrained by a general lack of coherent and mutual or linked

databases on ecosystem responses to experimental precipitation

change.

Data mining may complement precipitation experiments to under-

stand ongoing processes and responses to climate change. For

example major data archives exist on plant traits, indicator and

experience values (e.g. Ellenberg et al. 1991; Landolt et al. 2010;

Kattge et al. 2011). These may provide important information by

comparison across sites and climates and by validation against

responses in experiments remembering potential limitations in the

application of these values to, for example, certain specific regions

or ecosystems.

Table 3 In addition to the general set of response parameters measured as part

of any given experiment, conducting additional measurements to improve the

potential to compare and synthesise the results with other experiments will

increase the value of the experiment significantly. These include measurements

to document the strength of the treatments relative to the untreated reference

condition, characteristic soil and plant features relevant for the hydrological cycle

and, in the context of climate change, a set of carbon-related responses

Parameter Example

Treatment documentation

Treatment Climatic drivers (continuous): Air temperature,

precipitation, wind speed and radiation, timing

of events

Physical ecosystem responses (continuous): Soil

moisture (relevant soil layers), soil temperature

(relevant soil layers)

Artefacts Light intensity (continuous – in plot)

Wind speed (continuous – in plot)

System characteristics

Soil characteristics

determining

the bucket size and

drainage

Soil characteristics within rooting depth: texture,

pF, pore size distribution, SOM characteristics

(one off)

Plant characteristics

determining

the ‘bucket size’

Rooting depth (seasonal)

Plant characteristics

determining

the water

consumption

Plant community composition (seasonal/annual)

Species specific water use, wilting point, drought

recovery (one off)

Root distribution and plant-microbial interactions

(one off/annual)

Responses

Ecosystem carbon

characteristics

Plant biomass C pools (seasonal/annual)

Soil C pools (annual)

Plant litter production (annual)

NEE (or proxy) and soil respiration (site &

scenario relevant campaigns)

Biologically relevant

information

Herbivore outbreak (event)

Species specific growth/cover and wilting

(seasonal and event)
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Climate change involves complex changes in amounts, patterns and

timing of precipitation as well as interactions with other global

change factors such as temperature and elevated CO2. The global

change driven alterations in precipitation may have as strong or in

many systems even stronger impacts on ecosystem functioning than

other global change drivers such as warming and elevated CO2 (e.g.

Weltzin et al. 2003; Garbulsky et al. 2010; Leuzinger & Körner

2010). Conceptual and theoretical frameworks exist for understand-

ing and assessing impacts of precipitation change, but experimental

data are needed to qualify and validate these and therefore, effect

studies related to alterations in precipitation are increasingly needed.

We herein analysed past experiments related to precipitation change

and demonstrate clear limitations in the past and on-going experi-

ments with respect to (1) the representation of the global conditions

(climatic and ecosystem characteristics), (2) the applied precipitation

scenarios (especially lack of focus on variability, extremity and inter-

actions with other drivers) and (3) degree of species and genotype

diversity included. Therefore, we are yet not able to provide a compre-

hensive set of experimental data to understand and predict how

changes in precipitation regimes will affect terrestrial ecosystems. New

precipitation experiments are needed to improve our understanding in

this important area. On the basis of the analysis we recommend:

Site and manipulation characteristics

To better understand the ecological effects of climate driven

changes in precipitation across the globe, experiments should

embrace the width in biomes and water-related ecosystem character-

istics and test relevant climate change-related scenarios.

We recommend:

(1) Studies addressing changes in precipitation in understudied

areas of the globe, especially moist and warm environments and

cold and semi-cold environments.

(2) Studies applying manipulations relevant for future climate

change scenarios, particularly including altered rainfall frequency

and intensity, altered seasonality and extreme events combined with

site-specific hydrological modelling.

(3) Studies determining the interaction between soil characteristics

including water storage capacity and the effects of changing precipi-

tation.

(4) Studies that include plant community characteristics such as

ecological traits and species and genotype diversity to detect func-

tional ecosystem responses to changing precipitation regimes.

(5) Studies that run for longer time periods (> 10 years) and

address structural changes in the ecosystem (e.g. soil structure and

plant- and microbial community).

Multi-factor and multi-control experiments

New experiments should be designed to ensure relevant control

conditions for evaluation of experimental responses and should

address the interactions between water and other key drivers related

to climate and global change.

We recommend:

(1) Studies that involve multi-factor experiments focussing on

interactions of altered precipitation regimes with CO2, temperature

and nutrients.

(2) Studies addressing impacts of altered precipitation and interac-

tions with other complex changes such as disturbances.

(3) Studies that employ multi controls to disentangle the treat-

ment effects from the stochastic natural climate variability.

Functional responses and feedbacks

Ecosystem precipitation experiments should address factors control-

ling ecosystem responses and vulnerability to altered precipitation

and extreme events and should improve integration and coordina-

tion across experiments

We recommend:

(1) Studies focussing on factors and mechanisms controlling resi-

lience/resistance and adaptation/acclimation to altered precipitation.

(2) Studies investigating exceedance of biologically relevant

thresholds including processes controlling mortality, differences

in inter- and intra-species responses and dominance shifts in

communities.

(3) Studies employing multilevel treatments to investigate driver-

response surfaces.

(4) Studies including response measurements related to ecosystem

functioning, ecosystem structure and biosphere-atmosphere feed-

backs (e.g. ecophysiological performance, soil respiration, N-miner-

alisation, SOM turnover).

Data-model-design interactions

Data integration across experiments and application of ecosystem

models as well as careful data mining of past results could lead to

new insights. This requires development of reliable and improved

common and coherent tools for data storage and retrieval.

We recommend:

(1) Increased data integration and data mining of existing data

across experiments using expertise based appropriate data stratifica-

tion.

(2) Studies that include close collaboration of ecologists and

modellers in the phase of the project design as well as in its evaluation.
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